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Abstract: Data analytics is an important part of data science. It deals with analysing a data set and generating useful 
information from it. It is the basis for applying machine learning algorithms, prediction techniques, etc. In this work, ODI 
Cricket data set of the year 2018 is considered. From this data, useful information such as teams playing most of the matches, 
teams winning or losing most of the matches, monthly frequency of the matches, groundwise distribution is visualised in the 

graphical format. Also, a user can enter the name of a particular team and check its performance based on total matches played, 
total matches lost, total matches won in terms of runs or wickets, etc. This analysis is useful in predicting the performance of a 
team in future matches. This can also be used to improve the results in future matches. 
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I Introduction  
We are living in the 21st century, and the greatest invention has been the rise of Computer technology. With the 

increasing computer technology, the options that are available in front of the people have increased 

tremendously. The result of all this is: The data that is generated is of very large quantity. Each and every second 

people generate lots of data. This is known as big data. Most of the data is available in JSON and CSV formats 

on the Internet. From common people's point of view, the data present in CSV format or JSON format is not very 

easy to understand. Hence, data analysis is very important. 

During the process of data analysis, the first step is always data wrangling or data cleaning. During this process, 

the unwanted or incomplete data is cleaned using various processes and methods. For example, consider cricket 

data set. In this data there can be some fields like winner of the match. It is not always important that one of the 

teams should always win the match. There can be certain scenarios in which none of the teams is the winner of 

the match. That is, there can be a tie or no result. In the CSV or JSON format this is mostly left as blank fields. 

Now this may create problems during the data analysis process. Hence it is important to go for data wrangling 

techniques and methodologies. in such cases, we replace blank fields with NULL values and then perform data 

analysis. If we do not replace the blank fields with null values, this may create problems while coding hence data 

wrangling or data cleaning is an important aspect of the data analysis process. There are many languages that can 

be used for data science. In this work we will be dealing with our given data set using Python 3.x. Python has got 

many inbuilt libraries for helping in data science. For example, the “csv” module. This module has got several 

functions that can be used to deal with CSV files. This makes the job of data analysis easier.  

In this work, we have taken the ODI Cricket data set. It has got various fields like Team 1, Team 2, Winner, 

Margin, Ground, Match Date, and Scorecard. Team 1 and Team 2 respectively show the two teams that are 

participating in the match. The winner attribute shows the name of the winner team. The winner's name is shown 

precisely if there was no tie or any other problem for a particular match. The margin attributes shows by how 

much margin a particular team won the match. To put it simply, margin attribute shows by how many runs or by 

how many wickets a particular team won the match. The ground attributes shows the name of the ground on 

which the match was played. The match date attribute shows the dates on which matches were played during the 

year 2018. This column includes all the values from 1st January upto the end of the year. The scorecard attribute 
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shows the cardinality of an ODI match that is from #3946 to #4073 that is a total of 128 matches were played 

during the year 2018. 

Using this data we can get useful information like the number of times a particular team won the matches in 

total. Through this data we can easily predict what could be the future results. And hence we can predict the 

performance of a particular team in the future matches. As we are having the winner’s column, we can also do 

some manipulation and get the list of the teams who lost the matches. We can also know the team’s performance, 

that is, whether a team performs well on home ground or foreign ground. This analysis can be useful to have a 

better result in the future. Through the winner’s field, we can come to know the strengths and weaknesses of a 

particular team and hence results can be enhanced in the future by working on these strengths and weaknesses. 

Finally, we can plot this data using various graphs and hence we can see at a glance the performance of various 

teams. The teams which won most of the ODI matches, the teams which lost most of the ODI matches, ground 

wise distribution, month wise distribution of matches, etc. Also, we can add functionality to check the 

performance of a particular team. The user needs to input the name of a team for searching. The program goes 

through all the records of our data and returns the list of various parameters such as the total number of matches 

won by the team, the total number of matches lost by the team, total number of matches that were a tie, etc. This 

analysis can be useful to predict the future performance of a particular team in the matches. 

 

Work Flow Diagram: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Workflow Diagram 

 [Fig. 1] represents the workflow diagram of this work. The first step in any data analytics work is data 

preprocessing. This involves removing unwanted (or not-so-useful) fields (or rows) from the dataset. In the 

considered ODI Cricket data set, there are some blank fields. Using Python language, we have handled them 

using NULL string. This gets the job done. Further, various graphs are generated using matplotlib library in 

Python. These include: Teams which played most of the matches, teams which won most of the matches, teams 

which lost most of the matches, ground wise distribution of matches, monthly frequency of matches, etc. These 

are useful in getting useful information from the considered data set at a glance. Also, an additional feature is 

provided to the user for checking the performance of a particular team. The user just needs to enter the name of a 

team and the program outputs various parameters such as total number of matches played, total matches lost, 

total matches won, matches won by runs or wickets, total numbers of matches that resulted in a tie or no result, 

etc.  
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This analysis is useful to predict the performance in the future. Also, studies can be done to improve a team’s 

performance. 

 

Results and Discussions: 

In the considered data set, there are various fields such as Team 1, Team 2, Winner, Margin, Ground, Match 

Date, Scorecard. This is a CSV file.The Team 1 and Team 2 fields represent the teams that are playing the 

match. The winner field represents the winner of the match. There can also be a tie or no result. This also has to 

be taken care. The Margin field represents the winning criteria (runs or wickets). In case of a tie or no  result, this 

is left blank (NULL string). The ground field represents the name of the ground on which the match was played. 

Match date and scorecard represent the date of the match and the cardinality of the match from the point ODIs 

were started since 1971. This data set has a total of 7 columns and 128 rows. [Fig. 2] 

 

 

Figure 2: Considered Cricket Data Set 

 We can visualise this data in the form of graphs for a better understanding of the data. In python, we first 

use “csv” module to load our dataset into the memory of the system. Now, we need to skip the first line (header) 

as it represents the titles of the various fields. This can be achieved as follows: 

 headers=next(data) 

Now, we can manipuate the data and perform necessary operations to get useful information like which team 

won the maximum number of matches, which team lost maximum number of matches, which teams played the 

most number of matches, etc. This information can be used to predict the future results of the matches based on 

the historic preformance. Data can be visualized in the following ways: 

I. Teams playing maximum number of ODI matches: 

 This analysis helps us to know which are the teams that have played the most number of ODI matches. 

For plotting this graphically, we have used “matplotlib”library in Python. The generated graph is shown in[Fig. 

3].  
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Figure 3: Teams playing the most ODI matches 

[Fig. 3] From the graph, we can conclude that Afghanistan Team played the most number of matches, ie. 16. 

This data has been sorted in descending number of matches played for a better understanding of the user. 

II. Teams which won the most ODI Matches 

This analysis is plotted using plot() function available in the matplotlib library. This is done for a better visibility 

to the user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: 

Teams which won the most ODI Matches 

[Fig. 4] From the graph, we can conclude that the team which won the most number of matches is none other 

than England with India ranking at the second position. England won a total of 17 matches. Here, care has been 

taken to exclude the matches whose result was either tie or no result. Hence, only the precise teams which 

actually won the match regardless of tie and no result are displayed. 

III. Month wise Distribution of the Matches 

This analysis helps in understanding the monthly frequency of matches played. Various factors such as seasons, 

climatic conditions, festivals, political scenarios, elections, etc. have an impact on this analysis. Hence, this 

analysis can also be used in future to predict the frequency of the future matches. We have used dashed line 

graph for this analysis. 
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Figure 5: Month wise Distribution of the Matches 

[Fig. 5] From the graph we can conclude that the maximum matches were played in the month of March (ie. 26 

matches). The frequency of matches gradually decreased in the months of June to August as it is rainy season in 

most of the countries. 

IV. Ground wise Distribution 

This analysis is done to know which the most preferred grounds are for ODI matches. Various studies are 

possible on this analysis so as to know which grounds need to be worked on, why a particular ground is preferred 

more, etc. 

Figure 6: Groundwise Distribution
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[Fig. 6] From the graph, we can clearly see that the ground of Harare was preferred the most for 2018 ODI 

matches. Further studies can be done on this analysis. 

V. Teams which lost most of the ODI matches 

This is a very important analysis. This field is not present in our data set. We need to do manipulation to get this 

information. Here, care has been taken to not include the matches that resulted in a tie or no result. Because, this 

may give wrong impression about a particular team. 

Figure 7: Teams which lost most of the ODI matches 

[Fig. 7] This analysis can be used to know the weaknesses of a particular team which can further help to have 

better results in the future matches. 

VI. Performance of a Particular Team 

This is a part of information gathering. The user can enter the name of a particular team to search for the 

performance of that team. This includes: Total number of matches played, total number of matches won, matches 

won by runs/wickets, total number of matches lost, total matches which resulted in a tie or no result. This code is 

written in Python. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Performance of a Particular Team
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[Fig. 8] There is also error handling in case a user enters the wrong name of a team. Appropriate message is 

shown to the user. This analysis is useful to predict the performance of a particular team in the future matches. 

 

Pseudo Code: 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import csv, operator 

fo1=open("data.csv") 

data=csv.reader(fo1,delimiter="|") 

most_odi=dict() 

most_odi_winner=dict() 

most_odi_loser=dict() 

dates=dict() 

grounds=dict() 

countries=set() 

 

fo1.seek(0) 

headers=next(data) 

for row in data: 

 team_1=row[0] 

 team_2=row[1] 

 winner=row[2] 

 date=row[5] 

 divided_date=date.split() 

 month=divided_date[1] 

 if winner==team_1: 

  loser=team_2 

  most_odi_loser[loser]=most_odi_loser.get(loser,0)+1 

  try: 

   most_odi_winner[winner]+=1 

  except: 

   most_odi_winner[winner]=1 

 elif winner==team_2: 

  loser=team_1 

  most_odi_loser[loser]=most_odi_loser.get(loser,0)+1 

  try: 

   most_odi_winner[winner]+=1 

  except: 

   most_odi_winner[winner]=1 

 

 most_odi[team_1]=most_odi.get(team_1,0)+1 

 dates[month]=dates.get(month,0)+1 

 grounds[row[4]]=grounds.get(row[4],0)+1 

 

#Graph 1: Teams playing the most ODI Matches 

sorted_d = dict(sorted(most_odi.items(), key=operator.itemgetter(1), reverse=True)) 

x=list(sorted_d.keys())[:8] 

y=list(sorted_d.values())[:8] 

plt.bar(x,y) 

plt.xlabel("Team Name") 

plt.ylabel("Number of Matches") 

plt.title("Teams playing the most ODI Matches") 

for a,b in zip(x, y):  

plt.text(a, b, str(b)) 

plt.show() 

 

#Graph 2: Teams which won the most ODI Matches 

sorted_d = dict(sorted(most_odi_winner.items(), key=operator.itemgetter(1), reverse=True)) 

x=list(sorted_d.keys())[:8] 
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y=list(sorted_d.values())[:8] 

plt.plot(x,y,"y^") 

plt.xlabel("Team Name") 

plt.ylabel("Number of Matches") 

plt.title("Teams which won the most ODI Matches") 

for a,b in zip(x, y): 

plt.text(a, b, str(b)) 

plt.show() 

 

#Graph 3: Monthwise classification 

x=list(dates.keys()) 

y=list(dates.values()) 

plt.plot(x, y, "r--") 

plt.xlabel("Month") 

plt.ylabel("Number of  Matches") 

plt.title("Monthwise classification") 

for a,b in zip(x, y):  

plt.text(a, b, str(b)) 

plt.show() 

 

#Graph 4: Groundwise distribution 

sorted_d = dict(sorted(grounds.items(), key=operator.itemgetter(1), reverse=True)) 

x=list(sorted_d.keys())[:5] 

y=list(sorted_d.values())[:5] 

plt.bar(x,y) 

plt.xlabel("Name of Ground") 

plt.ylabel("Matches Played") 

plt.title("Groundwise distribution") 

for a,b in zip(x, y):  

plt.text(a, b, str(b)) 

plt.show() 

 

#Graph 5: Teams which lost the most ODI Matches 

sorted_d = dict(sorted(most_odi_loser.items(), key=operator.itemgetter(1), reverse=True)) 

x=list(sorted_d.keys())[:5] 

y=list(sorted_d.values())[:5] 

plt.bar(x,y) 

plt.xlabel("Teams") 

plt.ylabel("Number of Matches") 

plt.title("Teams which lost the most ODI Matches") 

for a,b in zip(x, y):  

plt.text(a, b, str(b)) 

plt.show() 

 

#Performance of a Particular Team 

team_name=input("Enter name of team for Analysis : ") 

fo1.seek(0) 

headers=next(data) 

total_matches=0 

matches_won=0 

matches_lost=0 

matches_won_by_runs=0 

matches_won_by_wickets=0 

tied_matches=0 

flag=0 

for row in data: 

 if row[0]==team_name or row[1]==team_name: 

  flag=1 

  total_matches+=1 
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  if row[2]==team_name: 

   matches_won+=1 

   winning_criteria=row[3] 

   judgement=winning_criteria.split() 

   if judgement[1]=="runs": 

    matches_won_by_runs+=1 

   elif judgement[1]=="wickets": 

    matches_won_by_wickets+=1 

  elif row[2]==row[0] or row[2]==row[1]: 

   matches_lost+=1 

  else: 

   tied_matches+=1 

if flag==0: 

 print("No match found.") 

else: 

 print("\nAnalysis for "+team_name+":-") 

 print("(1) Total matches played:",total_matches) 

 print("(2) Total matches won:",matches_won) 

 print("\t(2.1) Matches won by runs   :",matches_won_by_runs) 

 print("\t(2.2) Matches won by wickets:",matches_won_by_wickets) 

 print("(3) Total matches lost:",matches_lost) 

 print("(4) Total matched tied/no result:",tied_matches) 

 

Conclusion: 

Data analytics is an important aspect in today’s world where big data is generated by the users. To know some 

useful information from the data, it is important to perform data analysis. This is a part of data science. In this 

work, data set of ODI Cricket matches is considered. This data is in the form of CSV file. Python has been used 

for analysing the data in this file. The data is also visualized in the form of the graphs. Various graphs such as the 

teams which won most of the ODI matches, the teams which lost most of the ODI matches, which teams played 

most of the matches, monthly frequency of matches, etc. are represented. Also, there is a functionality to check 

the performance of a particular team. The user needs to input the name of a team for searching. The program 

goes through all the records our data and returns the list of various parameters such as the total number of 

matches won by the team, the total number of matches lost by the team, total number of matches that resulted in 

a tie, etc. This analysis can be used to predict the performance of a particular team in the future matches. 
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